Although past research has shown that anthropomorphism enhances consumers' attraction to a brand when social-connectedness or effectance motives are active, the current research demonstrates that anthropomorphizing a brand becomes a detrimental marketing strategy when consumers' distinctiveness motives are salient. Four studies show that anthropomorphizing a brand positioned to be distinctive diminishes consumers' sense of agency in identity expression. As a result, when distinctiveness goals are salient, consumers are less likely to evaluate anthropomorphized (vs. nonanthropomorphized) brands favorably and are less likely to choose them to express distinctiveness. This negative effect of brand anthropomorphism, however, is contingent on the brand's positioning strategy-brand-assupporter (supporting consumers' desires to be different) versus brand-as-agent (communicating unique brand features instead of focusing on consumers' needs) versus brand-as-controller (limiting consumers' freedom in expressing distinctiveness). Our results demonstrate that an anthropomorphized brand-as-supporter enhances consumers' sense of agency in identity expression, compared to both an anthropomorphized brand-as-agent and an anthropomorphized brand-ascontroller. In turn, enhancing or thwarting consumers' sense of agency in expressing their differences from others drives the differential impact of anthropomorphizing a brand positioned to be distinctive.
tactic of anthropomorphizing their brands (i.e., imbuing brands with humanlike features; Aggarwal and McGill 2012) . For example, the Swatch brand introduced a collection of watches that activate various human schemas ranging from a Blue Wild Face to the hot-pink Lady Spy. Similarly, the Hammacher Schlemmer Institute retails a variety of unique products that are often designed to project humanlike features (e.g., an infrared supine sauna with a giant face). One possible reason for the popularity of this approach is that it might increase consumer connection to these unique products (Ahn, Kim, and Aggarwal 2014) . In fact, people who lack social connectedness prefer anthropomorphized (vs. nonanthropomorphized) brands to help compensate for that gap (Chen, Wan, and Levy 2017) . However, when purchasing unique brands, consumers pursue the goal of being distinct from others. The source of this distinctiveness motive is the desire to be different through signaling one's unique identity (Vignoles 2009 ). When brands become important for identity signaling, factors that inhibit consumers' need for self-expression should negatively affect brand evaluations. If anthropomorphized brands are perceived as being mindful (Puzakova and Kwak 2017) , can anthropomorphizing a brand designed to uniquely express one's identity become a detrimental brand strategy? With this research, we attempt to answer this question and make three important contributions.
Our key contribution is to show that under salient distinctiveness motives, brand anthropomorphism has a detrimental effect on evaluations of distinctive brands. As our theoretical foundation, we rely on prior work showing that anthropomorphized brands are viewed as intentional agents that are able to control others' actions (Epley and Waytz 2009 ). Consequently, anthropomorphized distinctive brands retain their own identities and, being seen as agentic, are perceived as reducing consumers' sense of agency in self-expression, thereby leading to less favorable brand evaluations. Thus, our contribution lies in demonstrating the novel process through which brand anthropomorphism affects consumer preference under distinctiveness motives (i.e., reducing consumers' agency in identity expression). This is in contrast to prior work showing positive effects of anthropomorphism when consumers' belongingness (Chen et al. 2017) or effectance (Waytz et al. 2010b ) goals are salient.
Next, we establish important boundary conditions of the negative effect of brand anthropomorphism: the effect will occur only when a brand is positioned to be distinctive and the product usage context is public. This is because a distinctiveness motive enhances consumer preference for brands that are able to satisfy this goal, and because the signaling value of distinctive brands is higher in a public context (Tian, Bearden, and Hunter 2001) . Finally, we contribute to prior work by identifying a theoretically relevant moderator (i.e., positioning a brand as supporting vs. controlling consumers' sense of agency in self-expression).
Because people develop strong ties to others who enhance their sense of agency (Thomson 2006) , we show that positioning an anthropomorphized distinctive brand as a supporter to consumers increases their perceived sense of agency in identity expression and brand evaluations, compared to the situation when an anthropomorphized brand is positioned either as a controller or as an independent agent (an entity focused on its own features vs. consumers' needs). The findings reveal an interesting nuance by indicating that distinctiveness motives enhance consumers' sensitivity to cues that signal a potential threat to their sense of agency, and positioning a distinctive brand as an agent can make consumers view the brand as a less controllable entity, and hence, as less desirable.
Overall, unlike prior work showing that anthropomorphism has positive effects under salient belongingness or effectance goals, our work demonstrates that anthropomorphism has negative effects on preferences for distinctive brands under distinctiveness motives. Four studies provide converging evidence in support of our theory; implications for managers and future research are discussed.
CONSUMERS' DISTINCTIVENESS MOTIVES AND PRODUCT CONSUMPTION

Distinctiveness Motivation and Identity Expression
Prior work defines distinctiveness motivation as the desire to differentiate oneself from others in appearance, qualities, traits, and abilities (Vignoles et al. 2006; White and Argo 2011) . According to the uniqueness theory (Snyder and Fromkin 1980) , people seek to be unique because they learn over time that they are different from others, and this learned self-image drives an active search for ways to differentiate from others.
Prior work also shows that possessions are extensions of the self (Belk 1988 ) and hence can be used for selfexpression (White and Argo 2011) . Thus, people express their distinctiveness through consumption of products that are scarce, unique, customized, or odd (Snyder 1992) . For example, Tian et al. (2001) find that people with a high need for uniqueness prefer products that are less popular and publicly visible. This finding highlights the crucial role of publicly visible products in satisfying people's distinctiveness motives.
Most pertinent to our work is research delineating how people motivated by distinctiveness diverge from others in their choices as they communicate their identity to others (Berger and Heath 2007) . Importantly, past work emphasizes that the distinctiveness motive is paramount to identity construction (Vignoles 2009 ). Hence, people tend to make unique choices in product domains that have strong signaling value (e.g., car models; Berger and Heath 2007) .
In this regard, White and Argo (2011) show that when being mimicked by similar others, consumers high in distinctiveness motive respond with choices that differentiate them (e.g., recustomize the product). Similarly, consumers who are high in distinctiveness buy unique products to obtain a favorable evaluation from others (Tian et al. 2001) . Overall, we adopt the view that consumers motivated by distinctiveness make choices to self-express and to ensure that others understand who they are.
Distinctiveness Motivation and Agency in Identity Expression
We further build on prior research showing that identity expression is motivated by another fundamental drive: desire for agency (Baumeister 1998) . In general, agency refers to an individual's need to feel that one's actions are self-endorsed, as opposed to controlled and pressured by others . Prior research shows that when consumers express their identity, a certain type of marketing message (e.g., directly defining self-expression) can suggest that forces external to the self are determining one's behavior. In other words, such messages diminish the extent to which identity-expressing choices are perceived to be determined by the self, thus limiting consumer perceptions of agency and reducing evaluations of products being promoted with these messages (Bhattacharjee, Berger, and Menon 2014) . Similarly, Mochon, Norton, and Ariely (2012) show that a feeling of control over one's environment is the driving force behind consumers' selfexpressive tasks (e.g., assembling furniture). Overall, this line of work emphasizes the importance of one's agency in identity expression.
Here, we merge two streams of research: the first shows that the distinctiveness motive is driven by the desire to communicate one's difference to others, and the second emphasizes the importance of one's own agency in identity expression. Because the latter is a crucial force behind the motive to be distinct, we argue that a brand positioning strategy that reduces consumers' sense of agency in identity expression should decrease consumers' brand evaluations.
BRAND ANTHROPOMORPHISM
Brand anthropomorphism is the process of imbuing brands with humanlike features that enhance consumers' attributions of mind to the brands (Puzakova and Kwak 2017) . Marketers encourage consumers to see products in humanlike forms, either by creating humanlike characters (e.g., the California Raisins) or through visual representations on product packages (e.g., Capri-Sun). Brands are also given names that signal social roles and familial relationships (e.g., Uncle Ben's). These tactics are employed to enhance consumer-brand connections and to entice consumers to choose these brands over others (Fournier 1998) .
Prior work shows that anthropomorphism influences product evaluations (Aggarwal and McGill 2007) , emotional responses (Delbaere, McQuarrie, and Phillips 2011) , and intentions to replace a product (Chandler and Schwarz 2010) . However, simply imbuing products with humanlike traits does not always improve evaluations. The attributes of the consumer, the nature of the context, and brand features impact the valence of the anthropomorphism influence (Maeng and Aggarwal 2018; Puzakova and Kwak 2017) .
Importantly, past research shows that salient consumer motivations influence the direction of anthropomorphism effects (Kim and McGill 2011) . In this regard, prior work identifies two key consumer motivations-social connectedness and effectance-that lead to positive downstream consequences of anthropomorphism (Epley, Waytz, and Cacioppo 2007) . For example, people who desire to connect with others tend to prefer anthropomorphized (vs. nonanthropomorphized) products (Chen et al. 2017) . In turn, effectance motivation that is driven by the desire to explain and predict an agent's action also enhances a tendency to humanize (Waytz et al. 2010b) .
Here, we theorize that the workings of brand anthropomorphism under high distinctiveness motives go beyond the consequences of this phenomenon under socialconnectedness or effectance goals. One could argue that a distinctiveness motive is the opposite of a socialconnectedness goal in that it leads to a lowered desire for social interactions, which could potentially explain the predicted negative reactions to anthropomorphized brands. However, prior research points out that a distinctiveness goal should be seen as a desire to establish a difference from others rather than to increase social separateness (Tian et al. 2001) . For example, Vignoles (2009) distinguishes between the two motives by illustrating a distinctiveness motive as the difference from others through the presentation of unique geometrical figures (e.g., six squares vs. one circle), and the social-separateness goal via the spatial distancing of one circle from the cluster of other circles. To that end, Baumeister and Sommer (1997) posit that if people were to pursue social separateness by being distinctive, it would be most beneficial to cultivate bad unique traits; however, people tend to differentiate themselves on choices that positively distinguish them from others. Marketing scholars also argue that the desire to be different drives the choice of unique products, whereas the motive for social separateness leads to product choices based on internal tastes, which may or may not be unique (Tian et al. 2001) . Thus, past work concludes that social connectedness and distinctiveness motives have different underlying forces.
Although both distinctiveness and effectance motives are driven by a desire to control, we argue that the fundamental source of this desire varies. The primary drive of the distinctiveness motive is to have agency (or control) over one's ability to signal identity, whereas the major force of effectance motivation is to understand and predict an agent that is unpredictable in order to more effectively interact with it (Epley et al. 2007 ). For example, Waytz et al. (2010b) show that the effectance motivation is triggered only when an object behaves randomly or unexpectedly, and giving it a human intent makes the random behavior seem more understandable. In fact, other work shows that effectance motivation leads to a greater preference for anthropomorphized entities (Chen, Sengupta, and Adaval 2013) . In contrast, we predict that consumers' evaluations of an anthropomorphized (vs. nonanthropomorphized) distinctive brand decrease under distinctiveness motives because a brand that is anthropomorphized is seen as having humanlike agency, which then reduces consumers' own sense of agency. Overall, adopting the view that the distinctiveness motive is driven by the desire for difference rather than social separateness or efficacy, we elaborate on the role of brand anthropomorphism next.
BRAND ANTHROPOMORPHISM UNDER DISTINCTIVENESS MOTIVES
As documented by prior work (Tian et al. 2001; White and Argo 2011) , people motivated by distinctiveness are more attracted to products that are positioned to be distinctive (i.e., products with unique features or that are advertised to be different) because these products satisfy consumers' differentiation drives compared to nondistinctively positioned products. However, as discussed earlier, consumers with high distinctiveness motives are also concerned with maintaining a sense of agency in selfexpression (Bhattacharjee et al. 2014) . Here, we propose that humanizing a distinctive brand decreases consumers' perceived agency in identity expression, thus counteracting the increased preference for a distinctive brand under high distinctiveness goals.
This contention is borne out by several streams of research. First, research on self-representation suggests a hierarchy of self-allied objects (McClelland 1951) . Studies involving the task of sorting items on the continuum of self to not-self show that possessions are viewed as closer to the self than other people (Prelinger 1959) . Second, the reason why products are more self-defining than other humans is that people exert greater control over external objects than over other people (Belk 1988) . Pertinent to this, nonhuman entities lack "free will" (Epley and Waytz 2009 ) and could be controlled and subsumed as "self" by consumers, thus giving consumers more agency in selfexpression. In contrast, because other people retain their own identities, this "meaning" or identity of other people cannot be fully controlled by an individual. Since anthropomorphized entities are also viewed as mindful (Epley and Waytz 2009 ), they are perceived as less likely to be controlled by others and thus are evaluated less positively.
It is important to note that we expect this negative effect to occur only when a brand is distinctive and when a distinctiveness goal is salient. This is because a nondistinctive brand is unable to satisfy consumers' differentiation goals (Tian et al. 2001) , and because consumers low in distinctiveness motive are generally less sensitive to cues that reduce their sense of agency in self-expression. This last premise is consistent with prior work showing that when no specific goals are salient, consumers' preference for anthropomorphized versus nonanthropomorphized brands is no different (Waytz et al. 2010a ). For example, Chen et al. (2017) find no effect of product anthropomorphism in the low-social-connectedness condition, whereas Hur, Koo, and Hoffman (2015) show that anthropomorphizing a tempting product does not reduce consumers' experiences of conflict when a product is goal-irrelevant.
H1: When the distinctiveness motive is salient, consumers will develop less favorable attitudes toward an anthropomorphized (vs. nonanthropomorphized) distinctive brand. In contrast, we expect no differences between an anthropomorphized and a nonanthropomorphized distinctive brand when the distinctiveness motive is not salient.
H2:
When the distinctiveness motive is salient, the negative impact of an anthropomorphized (vs. nonanthropomorphized) distinctive brand on brand attitudes will be driven by consumers' perception of reduced agency in identity expression.
Next, given that the motive to communicate one's distinctiveness is stronger when a product is public (White and Dahl 2006) , we argue that the product usage context will moderate the core negative effect. Prior work shows that consumers motivated to be different are less willing to generate positive word of mouth for a public product because a product that becomes popular will lose its exclusivity (Cheema and Kaikati 2010) . Dissociative group influence on product choice is also heightened in a public context (White and Dahl 2007) . When consumers strive to signal their image through brands, the signaling role of brand personality is restricted to public contexts (Swaminathan, Stilley, and Ahluwalia 2009) . Overall, because public products facilitate self-expression (Tian et al. 2001) , we expect that the negative effect of brand anthropomorphism under a high distinctiveness motive will emerge only for products used publicly (vs. privately).
H3: In the public usage context, consumers will develop less favorable attitudes toward an anthropomorphized (vs. nonanthropomorphized) distinctive brand under high distinctiveness motives, whereas this effect will be attenuated in the private usage context. In contrast, we expect no differences between an anthropomorphized and a nonanthropomorphized distinctive brand when the distinctiveness motive is not salient, either in public or private usage contexts.
CAN AN ANTHROPOMORPHIZED BRAND BE AGENCY-SUPPORTIVE?
Prior work demonstrates that people's sense of agency depends on contexts and agency-supportive or agencycontrolling social roles (Williams et al. 2002) . In particular, agency-supportive social contexts emphasize opportunities for free choice and encouragement of personal initiative (Gagne, Ryan, and Bargmann 2003) . For example, agency-supportive physicians emphasize freedom of choice rather than forcing a change (Williams et al. 2002) . In turn, this supportive style enhances one's own sense of agency in a goal pursuit and increases satisfaction with the process (Williams et al. 2002) . In contrast, agency-controlling contexts where someone else is presumably in control makes people perceive that their actions are a consequence of imposition by others (Deci and Ryan 2008) . In turn, these contexts result in a lower sense of agency and decreased satisfaction with the goal-pursuit process (Williams et al. 2002) .
Here, we argue that positioning a distinctive brand as being agency-supportive may reverse the effect predicted in hypothesis 1. Prior work shows that people are attracted to others who support their sense of agency (La Guardia et al. 2000) . For example, the extent to which a human brand (e.g., a celebrity) provides consumers with a sense of agency determines their intensity of brand attachment (Thomson 2006) . Thus, positioning an anthropomorphized distinctive brand as a supporter is unlikely to impinge upon consumers' sense of agency in self-expression. As a result, consumers are likely to evaluate an anthropomorphized (vs. nonanthropomorphized) distinctive brand-as-supporter more favorably.
Next, we propose that a brand could also be positioned as limiting consumers' perceived agency in self-expression (i.e., brand-as-controller). Because people develop more distant relationships with others who thwart their agency (La Guardia et al. 2000) , we expect that an anthropomorphized (vs. nonanthropomorphized) brand-as-controller should lead to less favorable consumer attitudes toward the brand. Similarly, we predict that consumers are likely to evaluate an anthropomorphized (vs. nonanthropomorphized) distinctive brand-as-agent (i.e., a brand positioned as an independent entity focusing on its own features without emphasizing consumer needs) less favorably. Anthropomorphizing a brand increases consumer perception of it as having its own unique identity and as being capable of controlling others' actions (Epley and Waytz 2009) . Because consumers high in distinctiveness are sensitive to cues that thwart their agency in self-expression, they are likely to be sensitive to cues indicating that the brand cannot be fully controlled. Thus, a distinctive anthropomorphized brand-as-agent would signal to consumers that they cannot use it to communicate who they are to others, much like they are unable to use others' identities to express their own.
Finally, we expect that these effects of brand anthropomorphism will occur only under high distinctiveness motives. Consumers with low distinctiveness motives are less concerned with having agency in self-expression and are unlikely to be influenced by social entities (including anthropomorphized brands) that enhance or reduce their sense of perceived agency.
H4: When distinctiveness motives are salient, consumers will have more favorable evaluations of an anthropomorphized (vs. nonanthropomorphized) distinctive brand-assupporter, whereas they will exhibit less favorable evaluations of an anthropomorphized (vs. nonanthropomorphized) distinctive brand-as-agent and brand-as-controller. In contrast, when distinctiveness motives are low, we expect no differences between anthropomorphized and nonanthropomorphized distinctive brands positioned as a supporter, a controller, or an agent.
Four studies test hypotheses 1-4. Study 1 provides evidence for hypothesis 1 and examines the moderating role of consumers' need for agency. Study 2 shows that hypothesis 1 holds only under high distinctiveness motives and only for a distinctive brand; it also demonstrates the mediating role of agency in identity expression and rules out alternative explanations (i.e., a brand's ability to provide social distance, perceived personal space violation). Study 3 establishes the moderating role of a product usage context (private vs. public) and rules out the role of perceived efficacy. Finally, using a moderation approach, study 4 shows that positioning an anthropomorphized distinctive brand as supporter (vs. controller or agent) enhances consumers' sense of agency, thus reversing the effect predicted in hypothesis 1.
STUDY 1: THE MODERATING ROLE OF AGENCY
The main goal of study 1 is to test hypothesis 1. To activate distinctiveness motive, study 1 employs a subtle manipulation-namely, the visual presentation of either unique or homogenous geometrical shapes. Prior research shows that exposure to unique stimuli that have no a priori meaning, such as arrays of geometrical shapes, enhances the appeal of unique products (Maimaran and Wheeler 2008) . Accordingly, the exposure to unique visual arrays is expected to activate a distinctiveness motive and reduce consumer attraction to anthropomorphized (vs. nonanthropomorphized) brands.
Next, hypothesis 2 predicts the mediating role of agency in self-expression. Thus, the second goal of study 1 is to show the underlying mechanism by examining individual differences in the need for agency (Clee and Wicklund 1980) . We expect that the negative effect of anthropomorphizing a distinctive brand will occur only among individuals motivated to be different who are high in the need for agency and not for those low in need for agency.
Participants, Design, and Procedure Three hundred eighty US participants (average age ¼ 36 years old, 43% female) were recruited from Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk) and paid $1.00. To enhance the quality of data (Hauser and Schwarz 2016) , only MTurk workers with high reputation (i.e., 98% Human Intelligence Task [HIT] approval rate, 5,000 approved HITs) were eligible to complete this task. Across all studies, we employed three data exclusion criteria; that is, we omitted data of those participants who 1) were not diligent in reading and following our instructions, and hence failed the attention check (Oppenheimer, Meyvis, and Davidenko 2009) , 2) were extreme outliers (i.e., 2.5 deviations from the mean; Meyvis and van Osselaer 2017), and 3) correctly guessed the true research hypothesis being examined (Sawyer 1975) . We believe that it is prudent to use these criteria, as failure to account for these factors has been shown to increase noise and reduce experimental power. For study 1, to identify nondiligent respondents, we used a single-item self-reported measure of attentiveness. None of the MTurk workers selected the lowest value on the attention scale, there were also no outliers, and none of the participants correctly guessed the true research question being examined; thus, we retained the full sample of 380 participants.
We employed a 2 (distinctiveness motivation: uniqueness vs. homogeneity visual arrays) Â 2 (anthropomorphized vs. nonanthropomorphized brand) between-subjects factorial design; we also included a scale to measure individual differences in need for agency. After exposure to a disclosure form, participants learned that they would take part in two ostensibly unrelated studies. The first was introduced as a "visual perception" study. Respondents were told that the researchers were interested in the effect of figure arrangement on visual perception and accuracy. Consistent with Maimaran and Wheeler (2008) , respondents viewed five pictures and indicated the number of squares and circles they saw in each. Each image consisted of different geometrical shapes and conveyed either uniqueness (e.g., OOOODOO) or homogeneity (e.g., OOOOOOO). A separate pretest (n ¼ 82) showed that priming respondents with the unique visual (vs. homogeneity) arrays increased their desire for unique and unusual products (4.45 vs. 3.68; F(1, 80) ¼ 6.74, p ¼ .011, g 2 ¼ .08), measured on four items (a ¼ .92) used in prior work (Ruvio, Shoham, and Brencic 2008) .
After the priming task, participants were invited to take part in a "product evaluation" study. They were asked to imagine that they were looking for a new pair of sunglasses and viewed one of two versions of an advertisement (i.e., showing an anthropomorphized or a nonanthropomorphized brand) for a fictitious brand of sunglasses, Safiro. Following prior work (Aggarwal and McGill 2007) , we manipulated brand anthropomorphism using verbal (i.e., first-vs. third-person) communication (figure 1). The brand was positioned as emphasizing its distinctive features. The results of the pretest confirmed the effectiveness of brand anthropomorphism and brand distinctiveness manipulations (see web appendix W1 for details). After viewing the ad, participants rated their brand attitudes, responded to the need-for-agency scale, and answered demographic questions. Finally, they reported how much attention they paid to the survey (1 ¼ "not too much attention," 7 ¼ "paid a lot of attention") and responded to the demand probe.
Measures
We measured brand attitude with four items (e.g., 1 ¼ "unfavorable, unpleasant, bad, dislike," 7 ¼ "favorable, pleasant, good, like"; a ¼ .98). Following prior work (Bhattacharjee et al. 2014) , participants' need for agency was operationalized as reactance to compliance and resistance to influence from others and measured with the sixitem reactance scale, adopted from Hong and Faedda (1996) . A factor analysis with a varimax rotation revealed a one-factor structure, with factor loadings of all items being higher than .64. Thus, we combined all items in one scale (a ¼ .87). The details of all measures are presented in web appendix W2.
Results
We performed a 2 (distinctiveness motivation: uniqueness vs. homogeneity visual arrays) Â 2 (anthropomorphized vs. nonanthropomorphized brand) ANOVA with brand attitude as the dependent variable. There were no significant main effects of either brand anthropomorphism or distinctiveness motivation (ps > .19). However, consistent with hypothesis 1 , we found a significant interaction effect between distinctiveness motivation and brand anthropomorphism (F(1, 376) ¼ 5.33, p ¼ .022, g p 2 ¼ .01). We followed up with an analysis of planned contrasts. To elaborate, when distinctiveness motivation was high, consumers developed less favorable brand attitudes when the brand was anthropomorphized (M ¼ 3.67, SD ¼ 1.60) than when it was nonanthropomorphized (M ¼ 4.15, SD ¼ 1.63; F(1, 376) ¼ 3.27, p ¼ .071, g p 2 ¼ .01), but this effect was only marginally significant. In contrast, there was no significant effect of brand anthropomorphism in the homo-
Furthermore, before examining the role of consumers' need for agency, we ran a 2 (distinctiveness motivation: uniqueness vs. homogeneity visual arrays) Â 2 (anthropomorphized vs. nonanthropomorphized brand) ANOVA with need for agency as the dependent variable to ensure that our manipulation of distinctiveness motive and brand anthropomorphism did not impact the need for agency. The results revealed no main or interaction effects of manipulated variables on need for agency (ps > .60).
Next, to test for the moderating effect of consumers' need for agency, we conducted a moderation analysis (model 3; Hayes 2013) with distinctiveness motivation, brand anthropomorphism, consumers' need for agency, and two-and three-way interactions among them as the independent variables, and brand attitude as the dependent variable. The results revealed a significant two-way interaction between brand anthropomorphism and distinctiveness motivation (b ¼ -.20, t(372) ¼ -2.28, p ¼ .023). This effect was qualified by a marginally significant three-way interaction among brand anthropomorphism, distinctiveness motivation, and consumers' need for agency (b ¼ -.16, t(372) ¼ -1.84, p ¼ .066). There were no other significant effects (ps > .11). We further performed a floodlight analysis in the high distinctiveness condition using the Johnson-Neyman technique (Spiller et al. 2013) . The results revealed a significant negative effect of brand anthropomorphism on brand attitudes among participants with values of need for agency above 3.62 (B JN ¼ -.25, SE ¼ .13, p ¼ .05), with this effect being nonsignificant when need for agency was below 3.62.
Discussion
Overall, study 1 shows the negative effect of brand anthropomorphism on attitudes toward a brand positioned to be distinctive when distinctiveness motivation is salient. In addition, study 1 provides preliminary evidence of the underlying process by highlighting the moderating role of consumers' need for agency; the results show that under high distinctiveness motivation, consumers who are high on need for agency develop less favorable attitudes toward an anthropomorphized (vs. nonanthropomorphized) brand positioned to be distinctive, whereas no such effect emerges for consumers low in need for agency.
STUDY 2: THE ROLE OF BRAND DISTINCTIVENESS
Study 2 builds on study 1 in a number of ways. First, study 2 investigates two important boundary conditions: 1) whether the effect is specific only to consumers with high distinctiveness concerns, and 2) whether the effect holds only for brands that are positioned distinctively (vs. nondistinctively). Because a high distinctiveness motive attracts consumers to products that satisfy this goal (Tian et al. 2001) , and because consumers are unlikely to be concerned with agency in identity expression under low distinctiveness motives, we expect the hypothesized negative effect of brand anthropomorphism to emerge only when a brand is positioned to be distinctive and only for consumers with a high desire to differentiate themselves. Second, study 2 measures consumers' agency in identity expression to more directly examine the role of this factor.
The third goal of study 2 is to rule out alternative explanations. Prior work shows that humanizing an entity enhances its ability to provide a sense of social connectedness (Epley et al. 2008b ). Although our conceptualization of distinctiveness led to our predictions regarding the mediating role of agency in identity expression, it is important to empirically rule out an alternative explanation that an anthropomorphized (vs. nonanthropomorphized) distinctive brand provides a reduced sense of social separateness, thereby lowering brand evaluations of consumers high in distinctiveness motives. Furthermore, prior research by Xu, Shen, and Wyer (2012) finds that physical proximity to other people in a crowded context increases the motivation to seek uniqueness. Thus, as another alternative explanation, it is possible that having a distinctiveness motive may increase consumers' goal to avoid violation of personal space by increasing their desire to stay away from other people and anthropomorphized entities. Study 2 directly tests these two potential alternative explanations.
Participants, Design, and Procedure Four hundred twenty workers who met a 98% HIT approval rate and 5,000 approved HITs as the qualification criteria were recruited from Amazon MTurk. They provided their consent by agreeing to a disclosure and received a $1.00 financial compensation for their participation. We applied the same three data exclusion criteria as in study 1. However, to identify inattentive respondents we used an instructional manipulation check (IMC) ("Instead of entering your MTurk ID number, please enter number six"; Oppenheimer et al. 2009 ). Prior work identifies that a self-reported measure of attentiveness (as was used in study 1) is less reliable than an IMC because participants may not want to admit their negligence (Oppenheimer et al. 2009 ). Overall, we omitted the data of those participants (n ¼ 9) who failed the IMC included at the end of the study and the data of extreme outliers (n ¼ 9), leaving a sample of 402 participants (average age ¼ 34 years old, 36% female). Similar to study 1, none of the participants were able to accurately guess the research hypothesis being examined.
We employed a 2 (distinctiveness motivation: uniqueness visual arrays vs. control) Â 2 (anthropomorphized vs. nonanthropomorphized brand) Â 2 (brand positioning: distinctive vs. nondistinctive) between-subjects design. The procedure and manipulation of distinctiveness motive were similar to that of study 1. In the control condition, respondents immediately proceeded to the product-evaluation study. All participants were presented with one of four versions of an advertisement (figure 2) for a fictitious brand of watch, Tesmer. After viewing the ad, participants indicated their brand attitudes, responded to questions that measured potential mediating variables, and completed a manipulation check on distinctiveness motivation. The presentation order of mediating variables was randomized to avoid a carryover effect from one construct to the other. Neither the effect of presentation order nor its interaction with any other variables was significant (ps > .11). At the end of the study, participants responded to an IMC question, filled out demographic variables, and responded to the demand probe question.
Anthropomorphism and Brand Distinctiveness Manipulation
Following prior research (Aggarwal and McGill 2007) , we manipulated brand anthropomorphism using firstperson (vs. third-person) communication (figure 2). We carefully selected the stimulus for the watch product image since we intended its appearance to be ambiguous with respect to anthropomorphism, such that it could resemble a human face when accompanied by anthropomorphized ad copy but not necessarily be seen as a human face if not prompted by other cues in the ad. We manipulated brand distinctiveness by modifying the ad copy. In the distinctive brand condition, the ad copy was oriented toward distinguishing the brand from other watches. In the nondistinctive brand condition, the message emphasized typical product features and suitability for everyday use (figure 2). The results of the pretest confirmed the effectiveness of brand anthropomorphism and brand distinctiveness manipulations (web appendix W1).
Measures
We measured brand attitude (a ¼ .96) and desire for unique products (a ¼ .95) with the same items used in study 1. Following prior work (Bellezza, Gino, and Keinan 2014; Bhattacharjee et al. 2014) , we assessed participants' sense of agency in identity expression with two items (e.g., "Owning a Tesmer watch would allow me to freely express who I am"; 1 ¼ "strongly disagree," 7 ¼ "strongly agree"; r ¼ .89, p < .001; web appendix W2). The brand's ability to provide social distance was measured with two items (e.g., "Owning a Tesmer watch would allow me to be distant from others"; 1 ¼ "strongly disagree," 7 ¼ "strongly agree"; r ¼ .80, p < .001). We constructed the questions by adopting items from previous work that delineates social separateness (Vignoles, Chryssochoou, and Breakwell 2002) and modifying them for our context. Finally, the violation of personal space was measured with three items on a Likert-type scale (e.g., "I would feel my personal space is violated"; a ¼ .94), adopted from Harrell, Hutt, and Anderson (1980) . The construct correlation matrix is presented in web appendix W3.
Results
Manipulation Check. A manipulation check on the distinctiveness motive-a 2 (unique visual array priming vs. control) Â 2 (anthropomorphized vs. nonanthropomorphized brand) Â 2 (distinctive vs. nondistinctive brand) ANOVA with the desire for unique products as the dependent variable-showed that participants viewing the uniqueness visual array (vs. control) reported greater desire for unique products (3.76 vs. 3.38; F(1, 392) ¼ 5.05, p ¼ .025, g p 2 ¼ .01), with the main or interaction effects of other variables being nonsignificant (ps > .13).
Hypothesis Tests. We performed a 2 (distinctiveness motivation: unique visual arrays vs. control) Â 2 (anthropomorphized vs. nonanthropomorphized brand) Â 2 (distinctive vs. nondistinctive brand) ANOVA with brand attitude as the dependent variable. There was a significant effect of brand anthropomorphism (4.90 vs. 5.18; F(1, 394) ¼ 4.51, p ¼ .034, g p 2 ¼ .01) and a significant interaction between brand distinctiveness and brand anthropomorphism (F(1, 394) ¼ 4.92, p ¼ .027, g p 2 ¼ .01). In support of hypothesis 1, we also found that when the brand was positioned to be distinctive, there was a significant interaction between brand anthropomorphism and distinctiveness motivation (F(1, 394) 
No other main or interaction effects were significant (ps > .14).
We followed up with an analysis of planned contrasts. First, confirming our prediction, respondents with high distinctiveness motive developed more favorable attitudes toward a nonanthropomorphized distinctive (vs. nondistinctive) brand (5.62 vs. 5.04; F(1, 394) ¼ 4.79, p ¼ .029, g p 2 ¼ .01; table 1). Because anthropomorphizing a brand counteracts the increased preference for a distinctive brand under high distinctiveness goals, the planned contrast tests comparing an anthropomorphized and a nonanthropomorphized brand in the high distinctiveness condition revealed that anthropomorphizing a distinctive brand decreased respondents' brand attitudes (4.67 vs. 5.62; F(1, 394) ¼ 14.82, p < .001, g p 2 ¼ .04). Finally, because a nondistinctive brand is unable to satisfy consumers' differentiation goals, the planned contrasts in the condition of high distinctiveness motive and when a brand was nondistinctive showed no significant effects of anthropomorphism (5.06 vs. 5.04; F(1, 394) ¼ .005, p ¼ .94). We also found no effect of brand anthropomorphism on brand attitudes in the low distinctiveness condition (distinctive brand: 4.85 vs. 5.04; F(1, 394) ¼ .63, p ¼ .48; nondistinctive brand: 5.03 vs. 5.03; F < .001, p ¼ .98).
Process Analysis. First, the results of a 2 (distinctiveness motivation: unique visual arrays vs. control) Â 2 (anthropomorphized vs. nonanthropomorphized brand) Â 2 (distinctive vs. nondistinctive brand) ANOVA with agency in identity expression as the dependent variable confirmed that anthropomorphizing a distinctive brand reduced consumers' perceived agency in identity expression in the high distinctiveness condition (3.68 vs. 4.39; F(1, 394) ¼ 5.26, p ¼ .022, g p 2 ¼ .01). This effect was nonsignificant in all other conditions (p > .27; table 1). Next, we conducted a moderated mediation analysis using a bootstrapping approach (model 12; Hayes 2013) with distinctiveness motivation, brand anthropomorphism, brand distinctiveness, and all two-and three-way interactions among them as the independent variables, brand attitude as the dependent variable, and agency in identity expression as the mediating variable. Results revealed that when distinctiveness motive was high and the brand was distinctive, there was a significant effect of brand anthropomorphism on brand attitude through consumers' agency in identity expression (a point estimate of the effect ¼ -.36; 95% CI [-.68, -.07]). There were no significant effects in other conditions (web appendix W4). Overall, the results confirmed hypothesis 2: the negative effect of anthropomorphism on brand attitude is driven by the perception of an anthropomorphized distinctive brand reducing consumers' sense of agency in identity expression.
Ruling Out Alternative Explanations. To further examine the underlying process, we used a bootstrapping approach (model 12; Hayes 2013) to test the regression model with brand anthropomorphism, brand distinctiveness, distinctiveness motivation, and all two-way and three-way interactions among them as the independent variables; consumers' agency in identity expression, a brand's ability to provide social distance, and perceived personal space violation as three mediators; and brand attitude as the dependent variable. Consistent with our expectations, we found that in the high distinctiveness condition and when a brand was positioned distinctively, consumers' agency in identity expression mediated the effect of brand anthropomorphism on brand attitudes (a point estimate of the effect ¼ -.37; 95% CI [-.70, -.05] ). In the same condition, the indirect paths for the other two mediators were nonsignificant (the brand's ability to provide social distance: a point estimate of the effect ¼ .009; 95% CI [-.01, .08]; perceived personal space violation: a point estimate of the effect ¼ .03; 95% CI [-.01, .11]). All other paths for all three mediators in other conditions were nonsignificant (details are presented in web appendix W4).
Next, although the results of the parallel mediation test reveal a mediating role of agency in self-expression, it is possible that brand anthropomorphism reduces consumers' perceptions of distance, thus simultaneously increasing perceived personal space violation and, as a result, leading to a diminished sense of agency. To ensure that agency in NOTE.-AB ¼ anthropomorphized brand; NAB ¼ nonanthropomorphized brand; standard deviations are in parentheses; *indicates a significant difference between an anthropomorphized and a nonanthropomorphized brand condition; (a) indicates a significant difference of the cell mean from (b) . identity expression mediates over and above the other two process variables, in the condition of high distinctiveness motive and when a brand is positioned distinctively, we conducted a serial mediation analysis (i.e., a brand's ability to provide social distance ! perceived personal space violation ! agency in identity expression). The only significant path from brand anthropomorphism to brand attitude emerged for agency in identity expression (a point estimate of the effect ¼ -.27; 95% CI [-.59, -.01]; web appendix W4).
Discussion
Study 2 replicates the findings of study 1 with a different product (i.e., a watch) and establishes two important boundary conditions: the negative impact of brand anthropomorphism emerges only for brands that are likely to signal consumers' distinctiveness and when consumers' distinctiveness concerns are high. Furthermore, study 2 shows that consumers' perceptions of lowered agency in identity expression drive the negative impact of brand anthropomorphism when distinctiveness motives are salient. The nonsignificant indirect paths through both a brand's ability to provide social distance and perceived personal space violation rule out alternative process explanations and further enhance our confidence in the role of agency in identity expression.
STUDY 3: THE ROLE OF PRIVATE VERSUS PUBLIC USAGE CONTEXT
The major goal of study 3 is to examine the premise that the negative effect of brand anthropomorphism will hold only in a public (vs. private) product usage context because public products are visible to others and are important for self-expression (Tian et al. 2001) , as laid out in hypothesis 3. The second goal of study 3 is to empirically rule out the alternative explanation that the distinctiveness motive leads to effects similar to those triggered by effectance motivation. However, as noted earlier, we propose that distinctiveness motive results in a greater need for agency in identity expression, while effectance leads to a greater need to make sense of an agent's unpredictability. If distinctiveness motivation were really a subset of effectance motivation, then it should increase consumers' desire to understand and predict the performance of the brand (Epley et al. 2007) . If this is the case, then one possible reason why anthropomorphizing a distinctive brand reduces brand attitudes when distinctiveness goals are salient is that anthropomorphizing an entity that is already unique and different (e.g., a distinctive brand) can potentially reduce a consumer's ability to comprehend it, thereby challenging consumers' effectance motivation. Hence, study 3 aims to empirically rule out the potential mediating role of consumers' perceived efficacy.
In study 3 we manipulate the distinctiveness motive utilizing an alternative procedure. We asked participants to elaborate on the importance of distinctiveness (Cheema and Kaikati 2010) . Finally, study 3 examines the impact of brand anthropomorphism on an additional dependent variable that is closer to an actual purchasing behaviornamely, brand consideration.
Participants, Design, and Procedure Study 3 used a 2 (distinctiveness motivation: high vs. low) Â 2 (anthropomorphized vs. nonanthropomorphized brand) Â 2 (product usage context: public vs. private) between-subjects design. Three hundred forty-two undergraduate business students at a private US East Coast university participated in study 3 in exchange for extra credit. Following the procedure of studies 1 and 2, we omitted the data of extreme outliers (n ¼ 4) and of one respondent who reported an awareness of the study purpose. There was no attention check in this study. Overall, our final sample consisted of 337 participants (57% female).
Upon arrival at a laboratory room with the maximum capacity of 27 students, participants were provided with the consent form and were told that they would take part in two unrelated studies. The first was introduced as examining the use of language in different situations, whereas the second study involved brand evaluations. Consistent with Cheema and Kaikati (2010) , participants in the high distinctiveness condition elaborated on the importance of distinctiveness (being different from others). In the low distinctiveness (control) condition, respondents elaborated on the importance of a neutral activity (eating three times a day). A separate pretest (n ¼ 168) with participants from the same population as in the main study confirmed that elaborating on distinctiveness (vs. on the importance of eating three times a day) increased participants' desire for unique and unusual products (4.80 vs. 4.30; F(1, 166) ¼ 9.57, p ¼ .002, g p 2 ¼ .06), measured with the same four items (a ¼ .83) as used in studies 1 and 2.
After the elaboration exercise, approximately half of the participants were asked to imagine shopping for an electric outdoor bike (a public usage context), and the rest were asked to imagine shopping for an in-home exercise electric bike (a private usage context) called Zidley. Next, they viewed one of four versions of an advertisement where we manipulated brand anthropomorphism as well as product features that made the product more appropriate for public or private usage. Brand anthropomorphism was manipulated via a combination of visual and verbal elements (Aggarwal and McGill 2007;  figure 3 ). The results of the pretest showed that our manipulations were successful (web appendix W1). After viewing the ads, participants provided their ratings on brand attitude and brand consideration and responded to questions measuring agency in identity expression and perceived efficacy. The survey ended with demographic questions and a demand probe.
Measures
Brand attitude (a ¼ .93) and agency in identity expression (r ¼ .84, p < .001) were measured with the same items as in study 2. As a measure of brand consideration (Puzakova, Kwak, and Rocereto 2013) , respondents provided their agreement with two statements (e.g., "I can imagine buying a Zidley bike"; 1 ¼ "strongly disagree," 7 ¼ "strongly agree"; r ¼ .81, p < .001; web appendix W2). Perceived efficacy was measured with two items adopted from prior work (Waytz et al. 2010b ) and modified for our context (e.g., "Please indicate the extent to which you feel you can understand the Zidley brand"; 1 ¼ "not at all," 7 ¼ "very much"; r ¼ .33, p < .001). The construct correlation matrix is presented in web appendix W3.
Results
Hypothesis Tests. We ran two ANOVA tests (one with brand attitude and the other with brand consideration as the dependent variables) that included brand anthropomorphism, usage context, and distinctiveness motivation as the independent variables. The results revealed a significant interaction effect between distinctiveness motive and brand anthropomorphism for brand attitude (F(1, 329) ¼ 3.92, p ¼ .049, g p 2 ¼ .01) and a marginally significant effect for brand consideration (F(1, 329) ¼ 2.97, p ¼ .086, g p 2 ¼ .01). In addition, the findings showed a significant interaction effect between brand distinctiveness and brand anthropomorphism on brand attitude when the product usage context was public (F(1, 329) Further planned contrasts showed that in the high distinctiveness condition and when the product usage context Process Analysis. First, consistent with our expectations, we found that when the usage context was public and the distinctiveness motive was high, brand anthropomorphism attenuated participants' agency in identity expression compared to a nonanthropomorphized brand condition (2.87 vs. 3.42; F(1, 329) ¼ 4.28, p ¼ .039, g p 2 ¼ .01), whereas we observed no significant effects of anthropomorphism on perceived agency in other conditions (ps > .12). Next, we conducted two moderated mediation analyses (one for brand attitude and one for brand consideration as the dependent variables) using a bootstrapping approach (model 12; Hayes 2013) with brand anthropomorphism as the independent variable, product usage context and distinctiveness motivation as two moderators, and agency in identity expression as the mediating variable. The results revealed that when the distinctiveness motive was high and the product was public, there was a significant effect of brand anthropomorphism on brand attitude (a point estimate of the effect ¼ -.21; 95% CI [-.43, -.01]) and on brand consideration (a point estimate of the effect ¼ -.29; 95% CI [-.57, -.04]) through perceived agency in identity expression. There were no other significant indirect paths through agency in identity expression (web appendix W4).
Ruling Out the Role of Perceived Efficacy. First, the results of a confirmatory factor analysis provided evidence for discriminant validity between agency in identity expression and perceived efficacy: their squared correlation of .14 was lower than both the average variance extracted for agency in identity expression (.84) and the average variance extracted for perceived efficacy (.34). Second, to further examine the underlying process of the effect of brand anthropomorphism, we used a bootstrapping approach (model 12; Hayes 2013) to test the regression model with brand anthropomorphism, product usage context, distinctiveness motive, and all two-way and three-way interactions among them as the independent variables; consumers' agency in identity expression and perceived efficacy as two mediators; and brand attitude as the dependent variable. Consistent with our expectations, we found that in the high distinctiveness condition and in the public usage context, consumers' agency in identity expression mediated the effect of brand anthropomorphism on brand attitudes (a point estimate of the effect ¼ -.18; 95% CI [-.39, -.02] ). In the same condition, the indirect path for perceived efficacy was nonsignificant (a point estimate of the effect ¼ -.04; 95% CI [-.17, .08]). All other paths for the two mediators in other conditions were nonsignificant (web appendix W4). The outcomes for brand consideration were similar (web appendix W4).
Discussion
The results of study 3 are consistent with our theoretical prediction that when the distinctiveness motivation is activated, consumers evaluate an anthropomorphized (vs. nonanthropomorphized) brand positioned to be distinctive less positively; however, the negative effect of brand anthropomorphism occurs only for public (vs. private) usage contexts. These results are in accord with prior work showing that a signaling of uniqueness through choice of distinctive products occurs when products are public (Tian et al. 2001) . The findings of study 3 further rule out the role of perceived efficacy in driving the negative effect of anthropomorphizing a distinctive brand under high distinctiveness goals. These outcomes are not surprising given that effectance motivation arises primarily in response to entities that are unexpected (Waytz et al. 2010b) , and anthropomorphizing a distinctive brand does not decrease consumers' perceived efficacy.
Interestingly, the findings of study 3 also show that consumers develop more favorable attitudes toward an anthropomorphized (vs. nonanthropomorphized) brand in a private usage context in the control condition. Our speculation is that elaborating on the importance of eating three times a day (which was intended to be a control) might have inadvertently activated participants' health goals, and an in-home exercise bike was perceived as related to this goal. Because attributions of mental capacities to technological agents enhance trust that they will perform their intended functions competently (Waytz, Heafner, and Epley 2014) , it is possible that participants viewed an electric exercise bike as being able to assist them with their goal more effectively. In study 4, we directly test the possibility that when a distinctive brand is positioned as supporting consumer agency in achieving distinctiveness, the negative effect of brand anthropomorphism under high distinctiveness concerns reverses.
STUDY 4: BRAND AS SUPPORTER, AGENT, OR CONTROLLER
Agency-supportive social roles enhance consumers' agency in achieving a goal (Williams et al. 2002) . Hence, we expect the negative effect of brand anthropomorphism on consumer evaluations under high distinctiveness motivation to be reversed when the anthropomorphized brand is positioned as supporting consumers' agency in identity expression, thereby providing further evidence for the underlying role of consumers' agency in self-expression. Consequently, in study 4 we examine the moderating effect of anthropomorphizing a brand-as-supporter (vs. -controller and -agent) on consumer responses.
Participants, Design, and Procedure
Participants were recruited on Amazon MTurk and received a $1 monetary compensation. The HIT was available to workers with high reputation (98% of HIT approval rate and 5,000 approved HITs). To identify inattentive workers, we included a prescreen criterion based on an IMC (i.e., "Please indicate number 'six' in the text box below instead of 'Today's date'"; Oppenheimer et al. 2009 ), similar to that used in study 2. Five hundred forty-five MTurk workers passed the IMC question and were allowed to participate in the study. As in study 3, we omitted the data of extreme outliers (n ¼ 5), thus leaving a sample of 540 participants (average age ¼ 35; 39% female). None of the participants could accurately guess the true nature of the research hypothesis being examined.
We employed a 2 (distinctiveness motivation: high vs. low) Â 2 (anthropomorphized vs. nonanthropomorphized brand) Â 3 (brand role: supporter vs. agent vs. controller) between-subjects factorial design. First, we manipulated high versus low distinctiveness motivation in a manner similar to that of study 3. In the high distinctiveness condition, participants were asked to elaborate on the importance of distinctiveness (being different from others). In the low distinctiveness (control) condition, respondents wrote about an innocuous topic (US geography; Berger and Shiv 2011). Next, participants were instructed to imagine that they were considering buying a new pair of sneakers and that, while searching for the shoes, they were exposed to an ad for the Geono (hypothetical) brand. Subsequently, they viewed one of six versions of the advertisement (three brand roles Â two brand anthropomorphism conditions).
Brand anthropomorphism was manipulated similar to that of previous studies (figure 4). We manipulated brand roles by modifying the ad copy, relying on prior research about autonomy-supportive and autonomy-controlling social roles. Prior work shows that central features of agency support are encouraging individuals to make their own choices, promoting a sense of ownership over one's behaviors, emphasizing self-direction, and providing goal-related advice intended as information rather than direct pressure (Gagne et al. 2003; Williams et al. 2002) . Building on this prior work, in the brand-as-supporter condition, we positioned the brand as encouraging consumers to stay true to their own unique style and emphasizing consumers' own choices and behaviors, while providing options and supporting these behaviors (figure 4). In contrast to agencysupportive styles, in a controlling social role individuals generally direct others to behave in a certain way, fail to elicit others' perspectives, provide no options, and use assertive language such as "must" and "need to" (Sheldon and Filak 2008; Silva et al. 2010) . Relying on this work, in the brand-as-controller condition, we positioned the brand as overtly controlling consumers' behaviors and choices in expressing their distinctiveness (figure 4). Finally, in the brand-as-agent condition, the ad copy emphasized the brand's features and its distinctiveness, without focusing on the NOTE.-AB ¼ anthropomorphized brand; NAB ¼ nonanthropomorphized brand; standard deviations are in parentheses; *indicates a significant difference between an anthropomorphized and a nonanthropomorphized brand condition; (**)indicates a marginally significant difference (p < .10) between an anthropomorphized and a nonanthropomorphized brand condition; (a) indicates a marginally significant difference of the cell mean from (b) ; (a1) indicates a significant difference of the cell mean from consumer. The results of the pretest revealed the effectiveness of our manipulations of brand anthropomorphism and the three brand roles (web appendix W1). After viewing the ad, participants reported their brand attitudes and agency in identity expression as the key dependent variables, and distinctiveness motivation as the manipulation-check measure. To ensure that our manipulation of brand role did not inadvertently influence perceived effectiveness of the brand or the impact of the brand in fulfilling distinctiveness goals, we measured perceived brand effectiveness. The study ended with the demographic information section and the demand probe.
Measures
Brand attitude (a ¼ .97), agency in identity expression (r ¼ .88, p < .001), and manipulation check on consumer distinctiveness motivation (a ¼ .94) were measured with the same items as in studies 1-3. As a measure of brand effectiveness, we asked participants to indicate how certain they felt that the Geono brand would make them distinct from others (1 ¼ "not at all certain," 7 ¼ "very certain").
Results
Distinctiveness Motivation Manipulation Check and Brand Effectiveness. The results of a 2 (anthropomorphized vs. nonanthropomorphized brand) Â 3 (brand role: supporter vs. agent vs. controller) Â 2 (distinctiveness motivation: high vs. low) ANOVA revealed that consumers had greater desire for unique and unusual products in the high (vs. low) distinctiveness condition (4.24 vs. 3.80; F(1, 524) ¼ 9.47, p ¼ .002, g p 2 ¼ .02), with all other effects being nonsignificant (ps > .27). Next, the results of a 2 (anthropomorphized vs. nonanthropomorphized brand) Â 3 (brand role: supporter vs. agent vs. controller) Â 2 (distinctiveness motivation: high vs. low) ANOVA test with brand effectiveness as the dependent variable showed no significant main or interaction effects (ps > .11). Importantly, the contrast tests showed no significant differences in perceived brand effectiveness among brand roles (M supporter ¼ 3.73; ps < .01), whereas there were no significant differences among brand roles in the nonanthropomorphized brand condition (ps > .16). Finally, the contrast tests within the low distinctiveness condition showed no significant effects of brand anthropomorphism on brand attitudes (ps > .25). Overall, hypothesis 4 was partially supported (table 3) .
Process Analysis. We employed a moderated mediation analysis with a multicategory moderator variable (brand role) using a sequential coding for three brand-role conditions (model 12; Hayes 2013) . Results showed that in the high distinctiveness condition, there was a significant negative indirect effect of brand anthropomorphism on brand attitude through agency in identity expression when the brand was positioned as an agent (a point estimate of the effect ¼ -.53; 95% CI [-1.08, -.01]) or as a controller (a point estimate of the effect ¼ -.62; 95% CI [-1.24, -.06] ). In contrast, consumers perceived a greater agency in self-expression when a brand-as-supporter was anthropomorphized (vs. nonanthropomorphized), which in turn led to a more positive effect of brand anthropomorphism on brand attitudes (a point estimate of the effect ¼ .55; 95% CI [.01, 1.08]). There were no significant indirect paths in other conditions (web appendix W4).
Further analysis within brand anthropomorphism revealed that in the high distinctiveness condition, positioning an anthropomorphized brand as supporter (vs. agent) increased perceived agency in identity expression, which led to more positive brand attitudes (a point estimate of the effect ¼ .83; 95% CI [.31, 1.34] 
Discussion
Results of study 4 partially support hypothesis 4. When the brand is positioned as an agent, in keeping with hypothesis 4 consumers with salient distinctiveness motives develop less favorable attitudes toward an anthropomorphized (vs. nonanthropomorphized) distinctive brand, and view it as reducing their agency in identity expression. In contrast, brand-as-supporter increases the extent to which consumers view the brand as enhancing their agency in identity expression, thus leading to more favorable evaluations of an anthropomorphized (vs. nonanthropomorphized) brand. In the brand-as-controller condition, we found only a directionally lower attitude toward an anthropomorphized (vs. nonanthropomorphized) brand. However, our results are consistent with our theorizing that consumers perceive an anthropomorphized brand-as-supporter more favorably than both an anthropomorphized brand-as-agent and a brand-as-controller. These outcomes dovetail well with prior work showing that people develop stronger attachments to others who satisfy (vs. thwart) their agency needs (Thomson 2006 ) and contribute to this work by establishing the key role of positioning an anthropomorphized distinctive brand-as-supporter under consumers' heightened concerns to be different. Overall, study 4 provides evidence for the mediating mechanism of agency in identity expression using a moderation approach (through manipulating different brand roles).
GENERAL DISCUSSION
This research provides converging evidence for our theory that anthropomorphism has a detrimental effect on evaluations of a distinctive brand under high distinctiveness motives. This finding contributes to prior work establishing the role of salient consumer goals in the direction of anthropomorphism effects (Kim and McGill 2011; Waytz et al. 2010b) . In combination, the results of studies 1-4 show convergent evidence that brand anthropomorphism negatively affects perceived sense of agency in identity expression, through the moderating roles of consumers' need for agency (study 1) and positioning the brand as agency-supporting versus agency-controlling (study 4), and through direct measurements of perceived agency in identity expression (studies 2-4). Study 2 also rules out an alternative explanation related to the potential impact of an anthropomorphized brand's ability to provide social connectedness and a perceived violation of personal space when a distinctiveness motive is salient, whereas study 3 further rules out the role of perceived efficacy. In addition, studies 2 and 3 shed light on boundary conditions by establishing that the core negative effect of anthropomorphizing a brand holds only when consumers' distinctiveness goals are heightened, only when a brand is positioned to be distinctive, and only when a product is publicly consumed. Importantly, our findings provide novel insights into consumer reactions to positioning a brand as supporting or reducing consumers' sense of agency in self-expression. That is, study 4 demonstrates that when consumers' distinctiveness concerns are high, an anthropomorphized brand-as-supporter enhances consumers' sense of agency in identity expression, and thus brand evaluations, compared to both an anthropomorphized brand-as-agent and an anthropomorphized brand-ascontroller.
Theoretical and Managerial Implications
Our work contributes to the literature on the role of products and brands in expressing the self (Belk 1988) . Prior research shows that people infer the identities of others from both their possessions (Escalas and Bettman 2005) and the friendships that they develop (Cialdini and De Nicholas 1989) . However, when practitioners imbue brands with humanlike qualities, consumers perceive these brands in a manner similar to how they perceive other humans (Kwak, Puzakova, and Rocereto 2015) . As a result, our work provides crucial insights regarding which entities (i.e., anthropomorphized vs. nonanthropomorphized) consumers choose to self-express when seeking to be different from others. That is, by bringing together diverse research streams on signaling power of brands (Ahuvia 2005) and identity expression as the major driver of distinctiveness (Vignoles 2011) , and by highlighting the key role of agency in self-expression (Bhattacharjee et al. 2014) , the current work is the first to shed light on the extent to which consumers would prefer to use a nonanthropomorphized versus an anthropomorphized distinctive brand to signal their uniqueness. Our results are consistent with prior work showing that the intention to signal one's identity through distinctive products is attenuated in private conditions (Berger and Heath 2007) , and we add to this work by revealing that the negative effect of anthropomorphizing a distinctive brand dissipates when a product is used privately.
Our research also contributes to anthropomorphism theory by unveiling counterintuitive outcomes of the influence of distinctiveness goals on the valence of the anthropomorphism effects. The current work gives insights into the unique process of brand anthropomorphism through reduced consumer agency in identity expression, as opposed to being the instrument for social connectedness or effectance motivation, as shown in prior work (Epley et al. 2008b ). This understanding is crucial from a theoretical standpoint because knowledge about the role of unique goals in consumer reactions to anthropomorphized entities leads to significant insights about the downstream effects of anthropomorphism.
This research further contributes to prior work highlighting consumers' and marketers' actions that can decrease the uniqueness of a product. For example, Cheema and Kaikati (2010) show that positive word of mouth about a unique brand decreases its perceived uniqueness. Our work adds novel insights by showing that anthropomorphizing a distinctive brand decreases its attractiveness under distinctiveness concerns. This conclusion has an important managerial implication because the decreased ability of a brand to confer distinctiveness on the consumer could result in NOTE.-AB ¼ anthropomorphized brand; NAB ¼ nonanthropomorphized brand; standard deviations are in parentheses; (*) indicates a significant difference between anthropomorphized and nonanthropomorphized brand conditions; (**) indicates a significant difference between an anthropomorphized and a nonanthropomorphized brand condition at p ¼ .071; pairs of cell means (b1-b2), (c1-c2), (d1-d2), (h1-h2), (i1-i2), (g1-g2), and (L1-L2) are significantly different at p < .05; a pair of cell means (a1-a2) is marginally significantly different at p ¼ .064; (b1) is significantly different from both (f) and (g) at p < .05; (i1) is significantly different from both (k1) and (m1) at p < .05.
lower firm profits. Our findings thus suggest that the managers of uniquely positioned brands or otherwise unique products should exercise caution when employing a brand anthropomorphism strategy. While brand anthropomorphism could be successful with certain consumer groups (e.g., with the assimilation goal), it might backfire with other consumers who seek distinctiveness. For example, if a woman buys upscale "Wink Face" shoes from the Alice and Olivia brand with the goal to assimilate with others at a sophisticated social function, humanlike designs of shoes may be appealing. In contrast, if a man buys a watch to signal his distinctiveness, the anthropomorphized look of the Blue Wild Face Swatch will likely be less attractive due to a decreased sense of agency in identity expression.
Extensions and Directions for Future Research
Several interesting research extensions are possible. The optimal distinctiveness theory states that the forces of distinctiveness and assimilation are interconnected (Brewer 1991) . Thus, people tend to choose brands that simultaneously signal difference from one group and similarity to another group (Chan, Berger, and Van Boven 2012) . Our work examined the goal of difference from others; however, the effects of brand anthropomorphism under the simultaneous goals of being distinct and similar to others could be a fruitful area for future research.
Interestingly, given that distinctiveness in the form of difference from others has negative connotations in collectivistic cultures (Vignoles et al. 2002) , our findings raise the question of whether our hypothesized effects would hold across cultures. In addition, prior work shows that some cultures (e.g., Italy, Australia) define human nature more in terms of warm traits and emotions (vs. mental states; Bain et al. 2012 ). Hence, it is possible that in these cultures, the negative effect of humanizing a brand on agency in identity expression may not occur.
Furthermore, prior research shows that consumers strategically choose unique products to cope with social exclusion (Wan, Xu, and Ding 2014) . Will social exclusion then lead to lower evaluations of anthropomorphized (vs. nonanthropomorphized) unique brands because consumers are motivated to be different? If so, such an effect could present a boundary condition for prior research showing that consumers are attracted to anthropomorphized brands when they feel excluded (Epley et al. 2008a) . Future studies might explore in greater detail the specific circumstances when social exclusion may change evaluations of anthropomorphized brands.
In conclusion, this research establishes a systematic impact that consumers' differentiation motives have on the evaluations of anthropomorphized (vs. nonanthropomorphized) distinctive brands. Results suggest that anthropomorphizing unique brands hampers consumers' perceived sense of agency in identity expression. When consumers desire uniqueness, they dislike humanness.
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